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ATLAS and CMS discovered the Higgs boson in 2012.

Since then the LHC has released some of their data 
publicly. 

In this presentation we’ll try to reproduce one of the 
main results from CMS Open Data using modern cloud 
tools.





Spun out of Google as an open source

container orchestration project

Built on lessons from Borg and Omega

Loosely coupled collection of components to deploy, maintain and scale workloads

Declarative, Load Balancing, Self Healing, Auto Scaling

Service and Batch Workloads

Kubernetes



Largest open source project after kernel

35.000 contributors, 148.000 code commits

83.000 pull requests, 1.1M contributions

2000+ contributing companies

Google, RedHat, VMware, Huawei, Microsoft, IBM, Fujitsu, …

Open community welcome to contributions

Special Interest Groups (SIGs) : Auto-Scaling, Multi-Cluster, Scheduling, ... 

Kubernetes



Lingua franca of the cloud

Managed services offered by all major public clouds

Multiple options for on-premise or self-managed deployments

Common declarative API for basic infrastructure : compute, storage, networking

Healthy ecosystem of tools offering extended functionality
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Started offering Mesos/DCOS, Swarm and Kubernetes

Now only Swarm and Kubernetes

Kubernetes by far the most popular solution 

Spark as a Service, WebLogic, JIRA

INSPIRE-HEP, REANA/RECAST, Jupyter

OpenStack, Batch / Condor

And many others

Kubernetes and containers at CERN



Containers & Open Data in Science



Containers & (Open) Science



Challenge: H→4l re-discovery on CMS Open Data
Benchmark analysis based on Open LHC Data. 

Goal: Fit it within a live demo for 20-minute Keynote at KubeCon EU 2019
Learn something about cloud-native analysis, reproducibility, Open Data.
Have some Fun.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTfp2woVEkA


Demo



Challenge: H→4l re-discovery on CMS Open Data

Sim Higgs Background Background Real Data

Event Data Summary Data

Make Plot!

20k+ Core K8s Clusters

70 TB of Physics Data ~25000 Files

what would this look like in a cloud-native approach?



OpenStack Magnum70 TB Dataset Job Results Interactive
Visualization

Aggregation

25000 Kubernetes Jobs



Cluster on GKE

Max 25000 Cores

Single Region, 3 Zones

70 TB Dataset Job Results Interactive
Visualization

Aggregation

25000 Kubernetes Jobs



CERN

Initial dataset (opendata) available on /eos

 ~420MB/s

Data Upload

Google

~1 day for full dataset transfer, done first to Zurich then to NL

Ingress is free, Ingress is free...
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GCP Analysis Run
Kubernetes clusters on GKE ( Managed Kubernetes service on GCP )

Today’s run included

660 nodes: n1-highmem-16, 104 GB RAM

10560 cores, 69 TB RAM

Cluster 
Creation

Image
Pre-Pull

Data
Stage-In Process

5 min 4 min 4 min 90 sec



GCP Analysis Run
Network guarantees 2Gb/core up to 16 core nodes ( 32 Gbit per VM ! )

GCS can handle these rates somehow, and we end up bound by local i/o

Ended up using in-memory filesystems to go around this
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Billing is updated daily, though there are APIs to query for details

Considering a ~10 minutes run it implies (compute table prices, NL region)

$1.043 * 1530 / 6 = $260 (~5x cheaper if using pre-emptibles)  

Parking storage cost for the dataset (monthly cost, lots of room for creativity)

$0.020 * 70000 = $1400

Total under $300 usd

Running on credits, no Committed Use or Sustained Compute discounts

GCP Pricing



A stunt… or could we come up with a usable model?

Technically feasible. What do these technologies imply for LHC computing?

Analysis Models,
Infrastructure,
Funding Models,
….

Open Questions



Opportunities for Infrastructure
Simplified deployments (Federation), common APIs

Bursting Scale-out to near-arbitrary scales
Auto-scaling

Access to special hardware
(FPGAs, TPUs, …) easily
Integrated into LHC computing



Opportunities for Analysis Models
Rich gateway to scale-out, adaptive, on-demand computing

out-of-core dataframes 

● Many systems natively
integrate w/ k8s

● Rich real-time monitoring 

How do you move smoothly
Between real-time analysis
and batch/scheduled work?

● k8s supports both well

vaex



Open Data accessible to everyone at scale
LHC experiments part of growing list of experiments with complex
open data problems: data complexity, data volume. large collaborations.

Open Data only useful, if it is feasible for external researchers to analyze it . 
Demo goal: Show that  public cloud can provide required scale on-demand.



Moving to Cloud-based technologies: 
analysis preservation as a by-product

Beyond a VM:  Containerized CMSSW
 ~decade old software to reproduce results



Effective re-use of HEP analysis to generate new 
science results based on archived software.

Only possible through container-based workflows 
exposed to the user



Conclusions
Demonstrated Tbps analysis of CMS Open Data.

Modern cloud computing paradigms can give individuals scale to realistically 
analyze LHC data, foster reproducibility & reusability of LHC analyses.

Opens up exciting opportunities to evolve the LHC computing landscape
as we look towards Run-4 / the HL-LHC etra. Cross-team collaborations are 
crucial for R&D[*]. 

Thought expt: if we started today, what would our infrastructure look like?

We did learn a lot & had some fun.

[*] ATLAS  (LH) IT (RR) CMS (Clemens Lange) for R&D towards Run-4


